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PRESIDENT’S REPORT
I don’t know how many club members have fished the Waipa River. There are probably a few
at least but for those of you who haven’t, it can provide an excellent “day out”. The lower
Waipa i.e. downstream from Otorohanga, holds large numbers of both browns and rainbows
although the banks are generally difficult to access because of the willows and the small
tributaries rising on Mt. Pirongia are always worth a look. More recently, some of our club
members have checked out a few of those streams. However, the part of the river with which I
am more familiar is the section above Toa’s bridge on the old Te Kuiti road. Although smaller
in size, it is reminiscent of parts of the Mohaka which I fished with other club members on our
first trip, now some 10 years ago!
The area above Toa’s bridge is currently closed but the way this year is screaming along, the
first of October will be on us all too soon. Immediately adjacent to the bridge on the left bank
is the local farmer’s house and a polite request always gains a responsible angler access. From
that point you can wander and fish all day and there are numerous spots where the river can be
crossed safely. Generally speaking, the fish are not large, around 2 to 3 pounds, but there is the
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occasional specimen around 6 pounds. What they lack in size they more than make up for in
fighting ability and on a 6 weight rod, you can have a lot of fun. The early part of the season
seems to be the best time to fish this part of the Waipa with plenty of dry fly activity about
during October and November and the most rewarding approach for me has always been to
pitch a small (size 14 or 16) dry fly onto a foam trail just below a rapid or on a bend in the river
where fish are holding station and looking up for tasty morsels. You have to be particularly
watchful as the “take” can be hidden by the bubbles and foam although sometimes the fish will
literally “smash” the fly in a great flurry, probably in order to beat the competition. It almost
goes without saying that the good old nymph is still the most productive method but if fished
under a dry, you can cover both options.
Stock on the farm are excluded from the river (mostly) by electric fences and you should be
wary of these. I still have a very clear recollection of attempting to cross one of them while
holding my carbon fibre rod. My foot slipped, my rod hand slipped up from the cork handle
onto the carbon and at that very moment it made contact with the wire just as one of those
dreaded “pulses” came shooting along. The farmer must have had a direct feed from the
national grid because the shock laid me flat on my back! From that day to this I have always
carefully placed my rod over or under the fence before attempting to cross (without standing
on the rod).
One of the other advantages of fishing the Waipa is that it is within a comfortable day’s journey
via the Pirongia road and given the ever increasing cost of travel it makes for a most enjoyable
and (relatively) inexpensive excursion for a couple of mates. Mark your diaries!
Dave Symes - President.

Images of Summer, remember sunshine and warmth? Phil with a nice Fly caught Bass from
his ‘secret’ summer spot. Photo courtesy of Phil Gates.
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FISHING REPORT
Auckland / Waikato
Sorry, no report for this area, has anyone being out fishing?
Rotorua
By all accounts the shoreline fishing has been ok after heavy rain but no great reports of
consistency at all.
Taupo Region
Having just come back from a long weekend Club Trip to Turangi I can say that this is probably
as up to date a report as can be provided. The overall impression would be hard fishing but
with some mixed in purple patches of good fishing.
Thursday on the river seemed to be quite good with Russell and I hooking over 20 fish for 5
hours fishing. However that was to be as good as it got. With the river levels dropping and the
water clearing as well as huge numbers of Anglers almost everywhere you went the fishing got
much harder.
Even the Delta fishing from a boat was less than easy, with fish being caught but not in the
numbers you would expect for this time of year.

Russell hard into a nice Lake Taupo Rainbow. Photo courtesy of Russell Nelson.
A good example of the variability would be my Saturday experiences. A morning fishing the
Waiotaka with John C. produced absolutely nothing. This is a river I know well and not being
hydro controlled was flowing a perfect green colour, but not a fish to be seen. Followed by a
visit to the Stag with Andrew M. which gave up one hook up on the first cast and then not
another thing. Finally a desperate last try in the lower river and Bingo, 9 fish hooked between
Andrew and I over one and a half hours.
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Absolutely no consistency, but if you got lucky and hit the right pools at the right time then a
lot of fun could be had.
Fishy Tales - If you do have a report, success story, or anecdote to share then just send it to
iconpromote@gmail.com . Happy Fishing and Tight Lines – Freddy Da Fish.

2018/19 SUBS ARE NOW DUE
2018/19 subscriptions are now due. If you would like to continue your NSFF Club membership
please make your payment to the Club ASAP. The following payment options are available:





internet banking to the Club's bank account: North Shore Flyfishers Incorporated ASB
A/c #: 12-3209-0190179-00 (please include your name or membership number as a
reference);
by cheque made out to North Shore Flyfishers Inc and posted to the Club's mailing
address (PO Box 31387 Milford, Auckland 0741); or
payment in person to John Cuthbertson (Club Treasurer) at one of the next two Club
nights.

You must be a paid up member of the Club to go on Club sponsored trips or participate in
tuition activities. Please pay promptly to avoid disappointment.
The 2018/19 subscriptions are as follows: Adult membership $60, Junior (under 18 years) $30,
and Family (up to 2 adults and 2 children) $90.

QUOTABLE QUOTES
Fishing is a delusion entirely surrounded by liars in old clothes.
Don Marquis

LAST CLUB NIGHT
Last month we had Barrie Barnes talking to us about fishing the Whanganui and Whakapapa.
It was a very enjoyable evening and thank you once again Barrie.
NEXT CLUB NIGHT – AUGUST 21st 7.30PM
This month due to a large number of Members being at the Fly Fishing Film Festival we will
be having our own film night, complete with popcorn  . It is sure to be an enjoyable night
and we hope to see you all there.
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WHY WE FISH
Fly fishing is a healthy antisocial sport, and many of us have an emotional investment in
being misunderstood because it makes us feel strange and brilliant, like Van Gogh.
John Gierach

TWO USEFUL BIG O FLIES
In Yoshi’s absence on the 21 August club night, I will talk about a couple of flies that are
usually very effective at Lake Otamangakau. Both are easy to tie.
DAYTIME
Bloodworms are the larval stage of the NZ midge, Chironomus zealandicus. The adults are
insects similar in appearance to mosquitos, and although they don’t bite, they can be a nuisance
if they are swarming. The larvae are about 20 mm long and live in oxygen-poor and nutrientrich mud in shallow lakes. The red colour derives from the haemoglobin in their body fluids.
The NZ midge larva is not to be confused with the larger marine worms of the Glycera family,
also known as bloodworms for a similar reason

Imitations? Various bloodworm ties –
Bead head, red floss, wire rib, marabou tail.
As above with peacock herl collar.
Thread head, red wire abdomen.
Bead head, micro-chenille body, wire rib

The actual creature

Bloodworms are a daytime fly, and as can be inferred from the illustration, are not very mobile,
so should be fished slowly: if there is a surface chop on the water and a slight breeze that might
create sufficient movement. Consider using the pattern as a point fly in conjunction with, for
example, a Silly Stone Green fly (from Manic Tackle) on a dropper.
NIGHT TIME
I am not sure how the name doll fly arose but the lumo version (shown top right) is a proven
night time performer. The abdomen is built up with a wrapping of Aurora Skirt strip, with a
yarn wing, typically orange, yellow or green pulled over the top. The under body luminesces
for about 5 minutes when exposed to light, a UV torch being the best source. This pattern is
normally fished on a floating line with a 2.5 m leader. Save your expensive fluorocarbon for
the daytime: 12 or 15 lb. mono is OK and you won’t have to worry too much about undoing
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wind knots in the dark. I am not sure whether eyes are a useful feature on this pattern. I will
discuss it with a fish sometime.
WHAT TO BRING
Fly tying will start at 6.30 as usual. Bring your equipment and the following materials if you
have them:
For bloodworms: red thread, red 1 ply floss, red marabou, small brass beads (2.7 mm), bright
copper wire, peacock herl, Kamasan B110 Grubber hooks or similar, size 10.
For doll fly: long shank lure hook – Black Magic B8 or similar, black thread, red Antron yarn,
coloured fibre of choice for wing – preferably something with some sparkle ,krystal flash for
beard.
Call me if you have any queries: Dennis Smith 376 3375

A great example of what these flies can produce on Lake Otamangakau. Phil with a Big O
Cracker. Photo courtesy of Phil Gates.
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CHOOSING THE RIGHT FLY ROD
Our own resident webmaster Phil Gates, has put a couple of very helpful videos onto the
Club Website, www.nsff.org.nz . They are both by Tim Rajeef, a world champion fly
caster. One is about ‘Choosing The Right Fly Rod’ and the other is about ‘Light Vs Heavy
Weight Fly Rods’. These are excellent informative videos and both are under 3 minutes
long, so they are short, and to the point. Check them out.

INFORMATION SHARING
As well as having a guest speaker on Club Nights we would like to give an opportunity for
some of our own Club Members to share knowledge on any fly fishing subjects.

Member Speakers
Besides having a major Speaker on Club Nights we would like to have some of our own
Club Members to speak on any fly fishing subject for 10 – 15 minutes or so.
Some subjects could be:
Local fishing spots.
National / Taupo fishing regulations.
Riparian rights, access.
Clothing and equipment ideas / tips.
Saltwater fishing, what rods / flies.
So, Members please get out there and do some research to enlighten us all.

FISHING BUDDIES SOUGHT
The intention is to display a list of names of Club Members that are keen on finding a
‘buddy’ to go fishing with, either on a regular basis or just for a day. In essence it’s a flyfishing dating service…
Name
Availability
Contact Details
Ron Blair
Anytime, has a 14.4 Marco
home 09 834 8841
with 60hp etec Evenrude
mobile 0275 006 336
for serious fishing Salt or Fresh
ron.blair@xtra.co.nz
Les Rose
Retired and is happy to take another home 09 4183634
person fishing during the week.
Has a small 2 person boat.
Graham Carter
Lives in Hamilton, keen on
021 026 00437
weekday / mid-week trips.
07 855 1833
Lloyd Altham
Has 12' Pontoon boat /15 HP Honda. Mob. 021 0295 9167
Available most time, but prefer
Home 09 420 3120
weekdays.
email-lloyd@skysupply.co.nz
Matt Meikle
Available both week days and
09 908 1909
Weekends
027 285 7521
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John Gausden

John Rust

Barry Schultz

Time limited - weekends
021704373
/ arrange trips only. 5m aussie
john@st-classic.com
barra boat / 70 yamaha / minn kota
- serious fishing manly lake / saltwater
but keen to learn more on the rivers
Anytime. Keen to give it a crack.
021 648 991
09 415 4919
joan10@live.com
Has a 551 MacLay with a 90hp
09 4159692
merc used mostly for SW fishing.
e-mail bardot@xtra.co.nz
Also a 6.5 mtr motorhome that
provides transport, accommodation
& meals etc. whilst camped riverside
or beach front, plus is currently
being fitted out to carry a three person
inflatable with a 4 hp motor.
Prefer weekdays or multi day trips away in the motorhome.

So, if you are keen to find someone to share the cost and the fun of a fishing expedition
with, then send in your details and we will get it all started. Send details to
iconp@ihug.co.nz

WEBSITE ARTICLES REQUEST
As many of you will know, Barrie Barnes has started up his own online fly fishing store
and he is keen for articles and pictures to put into his Blog section. What he is looking for
is simple short little articles and a picture, ie: ‘Bob and I headed down to Turangi last
weekend and … .’ So if you have something you would like to share please contact Barrie
on barrie@flyfishinginxs.kiwi
“BROWN TROUT TROPHY”
Winning fish will be determined by weight.
Verification by partner where possible and/or by photograph.
Details to be provided to any committee member.
Competition period May 1st to April 30th. Prize awarded at AGM in May. Winner’s
name and weight of fish to be published in June club newsletter.
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NORTH SHORE FLY FISHERS CLUB SALT WATER FLY FISHING
COMPETITION RULES
The “essence” of the competition is to encourage club member participation and in the
process, to award a winner’s trophy to the individual who catches the greatest number of
salt water species. It will run from 1st May in one year to 31st April in the next year with
the trophy awarded at the following AGM.
For the full rules please refer to the Club Website www.nsff.org.nz

CHANGES TO CONTACT DETAILS
Committee members organising club trips and similar events are finding that the phone and
email information that we hold for some members has become out of date. If you have
changed your address, landline number, mobile number or email address in the last year or
so and have not passed the new details on to NSFF, could you please advise John
Cuthbertson by email, his new email address is john.cuthbe@gmail.com .

CLUB TRIPS 2018
January – Mohaka River
February –Ngongotaha River and Rotorua Lakes
March – Whanganui River – Rodd and Gunn Trophy
March – Lake Otamangakau
May – Ngongotaha River and Rotorua Lakes
August – Tongariro and Tauranga Taupo
October – Kai Iwi Lakes – Rodd and Gunn Trophy
November – Tuition weekend
December – Lake Otamangakau
The NSF committee arrange various Club Trips over the year to different parts of the
country. If you would like to be involved, or have an idea for a trip please let one of your
committee know.

SALTWATER EXCURSIONS
The possibility of Club Trips to the Meola Reef and to the Mangawhai Estuary has been
raised earlier. With summer approaching, we would like to establish an Email Contact
Group for those members interested in shore-based saltwater fishing to these or similar
destinations. This sort of venture is tide and weather dependent and can only be organised
at short notice. If you would like to be included in this group, please tell Dave Symes
(dssymes@xtra.co.nz).
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Ever wondered why you kept losing flies fishing at the Tongariro Delta. This guy could
be to blame. An absolutely huge Koura. Yes it is being held close to the camera but for a
little perspective check out the Big Glo Bug caught in its left claw. Photo courtesy of
Russell Nelson.
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CLUB DAY TRIP TO MCLAREN FALLS (LAKE MCLAREN)
Well I suppose it will always be interesting but perhaps the saying you can lead a fisher to
water but you can’t make them fish, or something like that, may hold true.
Anyway as mentioned Raewyn and I headed down in our RV to Mclaren Falls on the
Thursday but got a little waylaid on the way. Instead of heading via Matamata I decided to
go the long way round as I wanted to look at the Ohinemuri and some of the streams
flowing east from the Kaimai Ranges. We stayed the night at the Waihi Beach RSA and
had dinner there. I guess I just wanted a reminder how expensive it was, a 300ml bottle of
a cheap IPA and a glass of house red wine was $16.00, the meal, mine a pork roast and for
Raewyn a pasta salad which was extremely average at $49.00.
Anyway on the Friday after breakfast at a nice café we headed on down. Well, being in the
RV, I was quite disappointed to learn when we got there that the three camp grounds by
the lake were closed for refurbishment before summer and the only one open was almost a
km away. For me that would have meant putting the Porta-Bote (Yellow Submarine
– Warren) together and taking it apart each night as I certainly wasn’t going to leave it
lake side.
Anyway whilst considering what to do I parked up outside the gate and went for a fish
down the canal. Whilst having success swinging, one rainbow, the flow was really too slow
and would have been better suited to nymphing under an indicator and using at least a 9’
leader.
Giving the lack of camping facilities and supposed impending weather I decided to give
Duncan a call regarding the club trip. Consultation put the latest numbers at only two so an
executive decision was made to cancel the trip.
Raewyn and I headed into Tauranga and free camped for the night and over the following
days explored locations between Tauranga and Waihi of ‘trouty’ streams flowing to the
coast. Well I’m surprised to say there are quite a number and I’ll be sure to go back another
day.
One unfortunate consequence of our decision was that JM, who lives in Thames, was
heading down on the Saturday and I was not able to contact him until he texted me. As he
was heading for Tauranga anyway he did go to McLaren Falls and fished the canals and
from what he told me he did have some hook ups.
Oh and yes of course the weather on the Sunday was certainly pleasant enough for
fishing. For me the trip home, I got back on Monday, was of value as I found a number of
trout fishing locations plus some good looking salt water destinations, all of which I can
freedom camp at, that I now want to return to.
Next club trip within 2.5hrs of Auckland, I’m not sure if and if so when….!
Barrie Barnes
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The Lagoon On Lake McLaren. Photo courtesy of Barrie Barnes.

JOKE OF THE MONTH
A community constable was on patrol around the Beehive in Wellington. For the past
week he has been walking past an old bicycle chained to a lamp post directly in front of
the main doors. It gets moved every night so he knows that it isn't abandoned.
One day he decided to start patrol early and catches a man walking away from the bike.
He calls him over and the man admits that the bike is his and says that it is a convenient
place to leave it when he is in his office a few doors down the road.
The constable asks the man if he realises that this is where the government ministers get
dropped off in their limos, and where all the country’s most important civil servants come
past every day. Even Winston and Jacinda have to walk right past that old bike!!!
The mans reply - "Don't worry Officer, I put a lock on it".
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CLEAN, FLOWING RIVERS MUST BE RESTORED- TROUT FISHING LOBBY
Press Release, NZFFA, 17th July 2018
Restoring clean flowing rivers is the goal of a national trout fishing advocacy the New
Zealand Federation of Freshwater Anglers (NZFFA). NZFFA President Graham Carter of
Hamilton at the organisation’s recent annual conference in Christchurch said clean and
adequately flowing water in the public’s rivers must be restored.
“It is totally unacceptable that there are rivers once nationally revered trout fishing waters
that were now summer dry and devoid of fish life such as Canterbury’s Selwyn River.”

“Habitat is the key. Without water there will be no trout, native fish or any life. And water
needs to be not only clean but in adequate flow,” he said in his president’s report. In the
face of the mantra of growth and more growth in the diverse areas of industry and
agriculture, the previous National-led government, showed disrespect for the environment
and rivers.
However he conceded the new government was showing encouraging signs of an improved
and different culture with promises to clean up degraded rivers.
“The recent government announcement of ‘enough is enough’ as far as dairy cow numbers
go is a challenge to the dogma of growth and more growth. It was an election issue,” he
said.
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The economic reality was major industries particularly corporates were solely profit
motivated. “The public’s environment is secondary to them, too often not considered. They
will do whatever it takes to ensure their shareholders get a dividend,” said Graham Carter.
“But the public interest of clean water and flowing rivers and streams is more important.”
The Federation of Freshwater Anglers was, by its constitution, “apolitical”, i.e. no political
party allegiances. “This has the potential to cause some angst but the reality is “politics in
our sport is nothing more than cause and effect. We will call a spade a spade in returning
rivers to being clean and flowing.”
Consumers were becoming increasingly environmentally conscious, and businesses that
disregarded the environment did not like adverse publicity.
Contact: NZFFA President, Graham Carter, 021 026 00437

IS CATCH AND RELEASE AS GOOD AS IT FEELS?
Tony Orman looks at questions emerging about “catch and release” that need to be
addressed.
Frank Murphy has fished the upper Motu River situated between Whakatane and Gisborne
for just on 40 years. He spent some nine younger years as a professional hunter and
operated a live deer capture helicopter base at Motu before reverting to his first love of
catching trout on the dry fly. So he set up a lodge and guiding business. He became the
longest serving President of the New Zealand Professional Fishing Guides Association.
But Frank is concerned. He has seen the fishing in the Motu slip back and back. It’s not
confined to the Motu either – other trout fishing rivers have shown the same trend. But
Frank reckons he has a major cause of declines pin-pointed.
“This trend, of declining numbers, in my opinion started about the same time as the catch
and release approach to the sport,” he explains.
Excessive “Catch and Release” – is it loving the trout to death?
Catch and release slowly became popular, then became not only accepted practice for 90
percent of anglers, but developed a sort of social stigma for those who did not practice it.
It had a “feel good” side to it.“I firmly believe catch and release is responsible for a large
percentage of the reason for the decline nation-wide of our trout numbers,” says Frank
Murphy.
Frank considers catch and release interferes with the natural breeding cycle of trout. While
the merciful practice does not mostly kill, currently its long term effect may be far more
devastating with released fish failing to spawn and thus naturally replenish trout stocks.
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“Of course you don’t see trout dead after catch and release, Why? Simply because, if done
properly, releasing them after capture, kills very few.”
But what triggered the realisation by Frank that catch and release inhibits natural spawning,
was noticing a decline in the number of fingerlings that naturally used to occur in the
Motu. Trout were not reproducing.
Murphy’s Lodge often would employ up to five guides. Frank kept detailed diary details.
For example one season Murphy Lodge clients and guides caught and released 486 Brown
trout.
“One we called Hector we caught 7 times. Catch and Release definitely affected his brain!”
laughs Frank. “Not one dead trout was seen by either myself or my guides dead in the clear
water highly visible pools.”
Dairying and the modern style of intensive farming has contributed to a serious decline in
both trout habitat and numbers in many rivers, but for Frank it is too simplistic and easy to
blame that for the tragic decline of New Zealand’s world-famous trout fishing. In the case
of some rivers such as the Motu, dairying did not exist.
Recognising the decline Frank set about getting some answers. On application to the Public
Good Science Fund, a $400,000 grant was obtained to study the effect of increasing fishing
pressure on fragile headwater fisheries. The research was carried out by Cawthron
Insitute. Trout fishing organisations like the NZ Federation Freshwater Anglers should
apply for a similar grant to study the effects of catch and release on future trout populations.
Frank admits to a feeling of guilt. “ I have a horrible feeling I can’t shake off the feeling I
have been responsible by over the years, practising catch and release.”
In 1999, Roger Young of the Cawthron Institute in Nelson prepared a paper on catch and
release for Fish and Game NZ. One effect was impaired angling quality as trout,
particularly browns, adapted to disturbance and rod pressure by forsaking usual edge
positions for securer deeper water.
“Some anglers considered that trout occupied traditional feeding spots less often and
mainly at times when feeding was most profitable” said an earlier study by Don Jellyman
and Eric Graynoth in 1994. Another study on brown trout behaviour in a remote river in
Kahurangi National Park (Nelson) showed trout quickly responded to fishing pressure by
hiding more and becoming more difficult to catch.
Catch and release has become increasingly popular. Reflecting that, one 1999 study of
backcountry anglers diary returns in Nelson/Marlborough and Otago, showed that 6830
out of 7408 trout (92 percent) were released after capture. Non-residents (tourists) had
higher release rates (98.8%) than resident New Zealand anglers (80%).
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But there seemed no in-depth examination of the effects on trout spawning except for
Roger Young to note “overall we should continue to monitor the use and effectiveness of
C&R angling and ensure that its benefits outweigh the costs”.

Author releases a big Marlborough brown trout
But overseas the impact on spawning on freshwater fish has been seriously looked at.
Scientists at the USA’s University of Illinois looked at the impact of catch and release on
large mouth bass and concluded that heightened stress by lifting fish from the water,
handling etc., do not result in death, but did have “negative impacts not only on the short
term health and condition of the fish, but also most likely on its biological fitness, i.e., its
life-time reproductive success.”
Another study in Idaho USA on trout said “the stress to a fish from being caught and
released can result in delayed mortality, reduced reproductive success, or increased
vulnerability to predation.”
An analysis of blood is the most common tool used to measure fish stress, where cortisol
(stress hormone) and glucose and lactate (metabolites) levels are used to measure primary
and secondary stress responses.
Another recent study in the USA by a fisheries biologist was for the Wild Steelhead
Coalition. It found on Atlantic salmon there were some very harmful reproductive results
16

from the way many sport-caught fish were handled. Other laboratory and field studies of
rainbow trout and Atlantic salmon found that extended fights, handling and air exposure
can all increase natural steroid hormones in the blood which can decrease (reproduction)
and fry production.”
The “natural steroid hormone” called cortisol, was much higher in larger and therefore
“longer time fought” rainbow trout than “smaller shorter time” fought trout. Researchers
found both Atlantic salmon and rainbow trout decreased their overall reproductive health
–(with)– reduced egg weight and size in females, lower sperm counts in males, lower fry
survival and smaller weight and size of fry. During early development of fry, smaller yolk
sacs
and
a
higher
rate
of
body
malformation
was
evident.
Mortality of fish increased by poor handling. For example in lifting fish from the water,
for 30 seconds there was a 38 percent mortality in rainbow trout with a 60 second exposure
resulting in mortality as high as 72 percent.
Are those dark almost black, lean out-of-condition trout that seem to be increasingly seen
in the shallow water of pools, the victims of catch and release?
The trout angler can minimise any adverse effects of catch and release. The USA’s Wild
Steelhead Coalition came up with recommendations:Use heavy rather than light line to minimise longer fight times
Use only barbless hooks
Don’t fish bait because of the tendency for fish to swallow
Don’t lift fish from the water
Release all fish in at least 12 inches (30 cms) of water and preferably 24 inches (60 cms)
Use only rubber, knotless, landing nets
Cut off the hook if the fish is deeply hooked
Reduce “catch and release” incidents
One part solution is to limit “catch and release”. In a wilderness river with a bag limit of
two it seems desirable for anglers to cease fishing once the bag limit was reached –
irrespective of whether the two trout were kept or released. In other words, once you’ve
caught your two fish that would be the end of the day’s fishing. Just enjoy the day. Go look
for trout without fishing. Or here’s a novel touch, fish a dry fly with no curve and hook. If
the fish takes the “hookless” fly, you’ve met the challenge of fooling the trout.
Making it a regulation would be unenforceable but instilling an ethos by education would
have merit. After all, catch and release came down to education and anglers generally
developing a philosophy.
It could be time to “smell the roses” and enjoy the river and just watching trout. Or perhaps
fishing hook-less dry fly just getting satisfaction out of rising a trout!
US conservationist and fisherman/hunter Aldo Leopold in “The Sand County Almanac”
summed it up when he wrote “A peculiar virtue in wildlife (fishing) ethics is that the hunter
(angler) ordinarily has no gallery to applaud or disapprove of his conduct. Whatever his
17

act, they are dictated by his own conscience, rather than a mob of onlookers. It is difficult
to exaggerate the importance of this fact.”
How about fishing a ‘hookless” fly and just enjoying the river and day?
Tony Orman
Journalist/Editor

HORIZONS COUNCIL AND CHAIRMAN OUT OF TOUCH WITH FED UP
COMMUNITY
Media Release – Fish & Game NZ – 24/07/2018
Fish and Game is warning the Horizons Regional Council its residents are fed up with its
failure to do its job and follow the agreed plan to clean up polluted rivers and lakes.
Horizons chairman Bruce Gordon is playing down community unhappiness, despite
community and environmental groups from the Horizons’ region saying they’ve “had it”
with the council and are asking the Environment Minister to step in.
Fish and Game New Zealand’s chief executive Martin Taylor is surprised by Bruce
Gordon’s response.
“For the chairman to say on nation-wide radio that he doesn’t see anything is broken and
that they haven’t failed in their roles flies in the face of reality,” Mr. Taylor says.
“This is a council increasingly out of step with its own community because it refuses to
listen to people’s concerns about pollution of their rivers, lakes and streams,” Mr. Taylor
says.
Fish & Game and the Environmental Defense Society have taken Horizons to court twice
for failing to follow its own environmental blueprint, the One Plan and won both times.
Martin Taylor says despite losing every court case, Horizons continues to fight against
community and public sentiment.
“Horizons has failed miserably to implement the One Plan – the Environment Court says
so, we say so and Horizons ratepayers say so,” he says.
“As a result, under Horizons’ watch, the Manawatu has been classed as one of the Western
world’s dirtiest rivers and the New Zealand taxpayer has had to pay more than five million
dollars towards cleaning it up.
“Despite this miserable record, Horizons and its chairman continue protecting the
economic self interest of a few farmers ahead of the environment to the detriment of tens
of thousands of people in the Horizons community.”
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Martin Taylor says the growing community anger is an indictment on Horizons.
“It took years of negotiating to get the One Plan in place and Horizons immediately tried
to sabotage it. And they have continued to try and undermine the plan for a decade,” Mr.
Taylor says.
Martin Taylor says as a result, Horizons is failing its people.
“It is disturbing to see how far out of step the chairman is with his community and he and
his councillors need to think of the legacy they are leaving.
“So far, the only result from their failed strategy is a pile of legal bills and the Manawatu
River saddled with the reputation of being one of the Western world’s filthiest,” Mr. Taylor
says.
“I can see why the Horizons community are fed up – it’s time the chairman started listening
to them instead of failing them.”

An early morning full of promise on the Waiotaka. The promise was unfulfilled but the
weather was superb.

THE HAIR STACKER
A Short Story By Dave McLelan
In 1993 New Zealand sent a team to compete in both the World and Commonwealth Fly
Fishing Championships in Canada. The World event was held in Kamloops British
Columbia followed by the Commonwealth competition on Nimpo Lake some 200 miles
north. There were eight Commonwealth countries taking part and a bus had been laid on
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to take the teams North after the world Championships. Unfortunately there was only room
for seven of the teams on the bus and the New Zealand team was asked if we would use
our minibus that we had hired for the occasion. So it was decided that we would take off
early in the morning and have breakfast on the way. The plan was simple, to arrive at the
lake well before the bus and have some practice on one of the nearby lakes.
As it was we managed to get away by 5:30 a.m. and headed north following a hand drawn
map that we had received from one of the officials. For over two hours all went well until
we drove over the crest of a hill and into a thick fog. So thick in fact that we had to reduce
our speed to less than 10 miles an hour just to see the road. The situation was made even
more frightening by the fact that we were not used to driving on the right, and half expected
some large truck to come hurtling towards us out of the fog. There were six agitated anglers
on the mini bus and they were getting frustrated and argumentative, the situation
exacerbated by the fact that they were also getting very hungry. Adding to all this was the
realisation that we were also getting low on fuel and had not seen a filling station for some
time.
“ Stop”, cried one of the anglers “we have just passed a sign”. Carefully we backed up to
where a narrow dirt track left the hard road and an old wooden sign in the shape of a hand
with the words coffee & fuel barely visible on the faded timber, pointed a disconcerting
finger towards the rutted path.
Someone suggested that it was a sign from the big angler in the sky, so with a certain
amount of uneasiness we started down the track, the fog enveloping us, perhaps never to
be seen again. After a few hundred yards we passed between two large pillars and saw a
glimmer of light ahead of us struggling to shine through the mist. As we approached it we
realised that it came from the window of an old rustic cabin and as the engine was switched
off the sound of muffled voices could be heard coming from within. As we piled out of the
bus we were met by the unmistakable aroma of fresh coffee which instantly removed any
lingering doubts that we may have harboured regarding our decision to venture down the
track. On entering the cabin all chatter from the five or six occupants ceased to be replaced
with an awkward silence and fixed stares. There was something not quite right, nothing
you could put your finger on and for a moment it occurred to me that we may have entered
a private home. Perhaps these people were all part of the same family because in a strange
way they did look slightly similar. I was just starting to entertain the idea that we had
somehow found our way into a parallel universe when the spell was broken by a large
round faced man who appeared through a side door and asked if he could be of assistance.
This action seemed to relax the other patrons who returned to their conversations in muted
tones.
“Yes”, I said, “we would all like coffee and would it be possible to get some breakfast?”
“Sure”, said the man, wiping his large hands on his equally large round and slightly grubby
apron, “bacon, eggs, sausage, hash browns that sort of thing?” There were murmurs of
approval from the others. “Yes thanks we will have all that times six”. We shuffled into
narrow bench seats three each side of a long table.
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Shortly the man returned carrying a tray with large heavy mugs of coffee and the assurance
that breakfast would not be long. When it did arrived we were all pleasantly surprised. We
were not sure exactly what we expected from this strange place with its slightly weird
people, but the breakfast was excellent. Crisp bacon, eggs fried just right, non-fatty hash
browns, two tasty sausages, baked beans and crisp toast. When we had finished the meal
and were on our second cup of coffee the proprietor approached the table. “You’re not from
around here then”. We were not sure exactly where “here” was but explained that we were
the New Zealand fishing team heading North to fish in the Commonwealth championships.
This information seemed to impress him, even the patrons turned to look at us and the
thought occurred to me that had we said that we were the McCoys we may have been in
serious trouble.
Suddenly we had everyone’s attention, and they crowded around our table as we explained
where New Zealand was, what it was like, and what competition fishing was all about. As
it turned out they were all keen fishermen themselves in one form or another and as we
have discovered so often, there is no place for racial barriers, or privileged status, when
brothers of the angle meet.
At this point it seemed appropriate for introductions to take place and we were not surprised
to discover that many of the names were as strange as the people themselves.
“Would you like to see my tackle shop? ” asked the proprietor, “it’s right next door”. We
followed him along to the far end of the wooden deck, which ran the length of the shack,
weaving our way through an assortment of old couches and easy chairs. He unlocked a
door and ushered us into a small room full of tackle. There was a small area in one corner
dedicated to fly fishing, with an assortment of fly tying equipment. Amongst the various
tools there was a small wooden tube, which I picked up to examine more closely. It was in
two equal parts, the bottom section was simply a hollowed out tube with a closed base, the
other part had a fluted end at the top and was hollow. The proprietor saw me examining
it. “That damned thing has been here ever since I purchased the store six years ago, but no
one can tell me what it is for. Tell you what, if you can tell me what it is you can have it”.
“It is a hair stacker”, I explained and went on to show him how it worked and how essential
it was when tying hair winged flies.
We inquired about fuel and were directed to the rear of the shop where a very old metal
pump with a cracked plastic shell head very slowly, but thankfully, dispensed diesel.
The fog was lifting and we eventually left with much shaking of hands and even the odd
slightly embarrassed man hugs. It was not until we had passed the two pillars that we had
noticed on the way in, that I realised they were holding up a large sign. As we drove up the
track I glanced back in the rear vision mirror and discovered that there were three words
on the sign. It was difficult to read in reverse but the last two words were unmistakable
INDIAN RESERVE!
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At the time of writing this true story, I am still tying flies and when I occasionally have to
use my polished rose wood hair stacker, it conjures up memories of a foggy day somewhere
in Canada.

One of Andrews fish, a darker but still in great condition Rainbow Jack. Photo courtesy
of Andrew MacPherson.

FLAT WATER NYMPHING
By Kent Klewein – From the www.ginkandgasoline.com website, it’s an excellent site and
well worth checking out!
Fishing nymphs in slow water is a different game.
The past few years, Louis and I have grown very fond of one specific pool tucked up in
mountains of the southern appalachia. We visit it regularly because of the bounties of trout
that it sustains and nurtures year round. We nicknamed it the “lazy boy pool”, because it
constantly has food entering the pool and its slow moving water and deep water cover
requires little energy for fish to feed round the clock. It’s loved by lazy trout and they in
turn grow big and fat. Despite the large numbers of trout the pool holds, anglers won’t find
it to be a cake walk for catching them. To have success in this pool you have to bring your
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A-game. The fish have grown wise to fly anglers and the glass calm and crystal clear water
adds further to the overall challenge. Trout here get to examine your flies for long periods
and they regularly dish out more refusals than eats. It’s had Louis and I pulling our hair out
on multiple occasions. If we need our ego’s checked, this is the perfect place for us to do
that. It never fails to reminds us we are far from having it all figured out. The slightest
mistake by an angler will send wakes across the water alerting all the trout in the pool, and
when that happens, the fish get lock jaw.
When you’re lucky you can get the fish to rise to dries at lazy boy pool, but it’s always hit
or miss unless a hatch is in progress. The most success we’ve had fishing it has come from
drifting nymphs subsurface. It’s not your average-Joe nymphing water though. It requires
a niche nymphing techinque that I like to call “flat water nymphing”. Because the water
moves so slow through the pool, bites can be very subtle and extremely hard to detect.
Often the only signal of a bite is your strike indicator pausing for a split second or two.
Rarely do you have an aggressive take that sends your strike indicator plunging under the
surface. It’s always a gamble setting the hook. You’re forced to set the hook on possible
strikes if you want to hook a trout, but if do so and it’s not a take, you risk spooking the
fish in the pool.
If you ever find yourself on a pool that fits the description of lazy boy pool, make sure you
do the following to help you find success.
First, go with a dry dropper rig or a small strike indicator that won’t make noise when
presenting your fly. Second, use a long section of thin tippet on your leader to help your
flies sink without the aid of split-shot (they can be loud hitting the water). Third, don’t be
in a hurry. Drift your flies all the way through the entire length of the pool, before quietly
stripping in and picking up your line for a follow up cast. Four, try twitching your rod tip
every once in a while to impart action on your nymphs. In slow water, sometimes this will
get trout to move longer distances to come examine your fly and it will also often create a
reaction strike. Five, it’s often more productive to sight fish to a single fish with your leader
rather than casting to the top of the pool and drifting your flies through the school of trout.
Six, be prepared to make a few drifts and then sit patiently for a few minutes before
recasting. This will keep you from getting all the trout worked up and getting spooked.

COLUMN: ANOTHER WAY TO REDUCE NITRATE LEACHING
Media Release – Environment Waikato – 27/07/18. (NZ has some of the worlds best
agricultural scientists and this is a very pleasing example of what can be done. Ed.)
It is well established that in intensively grazed pastures, urine patches can contribute to
levels of nitrogen which are in excess of the pasture’s ability to utilise.
Nitrogen is a key element of plant growth and is essential for animal productivity and
overall farm profitability. However, in areas where cows are grazed, nitrogen is lost from
farm systems and can contaminate streams and other water bodies.
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Excluding natural plant fixation of atmospheric nitrogen, the two main sources of nitrogen
originate from the application of fertiliser and urine deposits from farm animals.
Nitrogen enrichment in our waterways often manifests itself in the form of algal blooms
and prolific plant growth that is able to cause a high oxygen demand and dramatically
reduce the life-supporting capacity of aquatic environments. Micro and macro algae, such
as blue-green algae, also have the capacity to produce toxins that pose a significant health
risk to humans and livestock.
Nitrate, a common inorganic form of nitrogen, can also be toxic to humans and grazing
animals. Nitrate that is ingested can rapidly transform to nitrite within the stomach and is
then absorbed into the blood system. Within the blood, haemoglobin oxygen is reduced by
nitrite and may cause staggering, rapid respiration and prostration.
Nitrogen added to the soil is removed by plants during growth, retained in the soil by
microbial immobilisation or lost as leachate or gas emissions. The leachate losses account
for the greatest proportion of lost nitrogen, and factors determining this are thought to be
dependent on the soil type and drainage, rainfall, land cover, animal type, feed-N intake by
animals, and cultivation practices.
Of course soil type and rainfall can’t be directly managed, so it’s necessary to focus on
those things that are within your control.
Plants are able to utilise nitrate more easily. However, when nitrate concentration exceeds
plant assimilation requirements, a build-up of nitrate in soil solution is likely and this
nitrogen is highly susceptible to leaching. The extent of nitrate build up and loss varies
dramatically with land use and management practices.
Some of the research to mitigate the nitrogen losses has focused on growing pasture with
more rooting depth for interception of nitrate, duration controlled grazing for reducing the
amount of time animals spend on pasture, feeding various types of pasture species for
reducing the dietary protein.
Plantain appears to be a key species for increasing dry matter production and reducing
urine nitrogen concentration.
A Lincoln grazing study showed a 1 per cent greater milk solids (MS) production per day
in late lactation combined with a 56 per cent reduction in urinary nitrogen (UN)
concentration from cows grazing pure plantain in comparison with irrigated perennial
ryegrass and white clover pastures.
In a recent grazing trial in the Waikato, the milk production and urinary nitrogen output
were measured for cows grazing four pasture mixtures. These mixtures were chosen to
provide greater milk solids production and to reduce UN excretion relative to a
conventional ryegrass/white clover pasture.
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The UN concentration from cows grazing plantain pastures was significantly less than from
those grazing non-plantain pastures in both summer (38 per cent lower) and spring (21 per
cent lower).
So if you are looking for ways to reduce nitrogen leaching from your farm while
maintaining production levels, including plantain in your pastures is well worth
considering.


Bala Tikkisetty is a sustainable agriculture advisor at Waikato Regional Council.
Contact him on 0800 800 401.

5 FLY CASTING TIPS
By John Juracek – www.hatchmag.com – Another excellent US site well worth checking
out, Ed.
In the process of teaching fly casting, certain faults of technique show up regularly
among my students. In the notes I send to each student after a lesson, I find myself
frequently reiterating certain basic principles. Here are a few of the most common. I hope
they’ll stimulate you to think about your own casting.
The Length Of The Casting Stroke Varies With The Length Of The Line.
The rule is this: “Short line, short stroke. Longer line, longer stroke”. Most anglers are
unaware of this concept, and try to use the same length stroke for all line lengths. As a
consequence, their fly and leaders rarely turn over with authority. But adjusting your
stroke length to the line length is absolutely essential to good casting. It’s what allows
you to maintain complete control of your line, leader and fly at all times.
In A Mechanically Sound Casting Stroke, The Elbow Moves Up On The Backcast
And Down On The Forward Cast.
There should be no pushing-and-pulling, parallel-to-the-ground motion with your arm or
elbow. Ever. The elbow moves up and down—always. It may be a short up and down
motion (as in a short cast), but it’s always present. See video of this here:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oEtfIV1pOqk
If You Find Yourself Tailing Your Loops (Getting Wind Knots) Or Your Fly Ticks
Your Rod As You Cast, Your First Corrective Thought Should Be To Raise And
Lower Your Elbow During The Stroke.
Most people think tailing loops are caused by uneven power application (shocking the
rod). While that is one cause, in my experience it’s not anywhere near the most common.
Most loops are tailed because of a failure to raise and lower the elbow during the casting
stroke. Raising and lowering the elbow (which raises and lowers your rod) creates a clear
path along which the line can unroll without hitting the rod or colliding with itself.
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If Your Leader And Fly Turn Over In A Wide, Lazy Loop And Pile Up On
Themselves, Shorten Your Stroke.
Authoritative turnover of leader and fly is almost never about equipment, and only rarely
about using more effort. Rather, it’s about using the proper length stroke. Most folks need
to shorten their stroke as the first step towards a powerful turnover of their fly. In almost
all cases, shortening the stroke means not taking the rod so far back on the backcast.
To Cast Into The Wind, Find The Right Stroke Length First And Then Speed Up
The Stroke As Necessary.
No amount of effort or speed will offset a stroke that is too long to begin with. I don’t
care if you’re Arnold Schwarzenegger circa 1975, if your stroke is too long your line and
leader will simply never straighten out. But by combining the right length stroke with a
little more speed, most people can cast adequately even in fairly strong winds. (Your
elbow better be moving up and down when you increase your speed, or you will tail your
loops.)

EDITORS NOTE
Life is short. Fish now. If you walk in front of a bus tomorrow the last thought going
through your head won’t be ‘I wish I’d worked more’.

FISHING FUNNIES
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(Opinions expressed in this Newsletter are those of the individual contributors and not neccessarillary those of North Shore Flyfishers Incorporated)

MEMBERS FEEDBACK
We, your committee, are always trying to give you what you want.

But are we??
In order for us to do our job properly we need to have your feedback, positive or negative.
For example, have you been on a club fishing trip? Did you enjoy yourself? What would
you change, if anything? Club nights – what would you like to see more of? Less of? In
short, talk to us.
The contact details of all your committee members are listed at the end of every newsletter.
So if you have something on your mind let us know.
Thank you - Your committee
NSFF CLUB MERCHANDISE
Cap – $15.00 Inclusive of GST
Green or Beige, one size fits all, with embroidered badge.
Embroidered Cloth Badge - $7.50 Inclusive of GST
Brushed Brass Metal Pin Badge - $12.50 Inclusive of GST
If anyone is interested in purchasing these products please either place an order at Club
Nights or at Hunts Sports.
Meetings held the 3rd Tuesday of each month at 7.30pm:
Milford Cruising Club, 24 Craig Road, Milford, North Shore City
NORTH SHORE FLYFISHERS EXECUTIVE

Club Patron – Dave McLellan
President - Dave Symes
486-6257 Takapuna dssymes@xtra.co.nz
Secretary - Dennis Smith
376-3375
Herne Bay de.smith@xtra.co.nz
Treasurer - John Cuthbertson
413-6993 Greenhithe john.cuthbe@gmail.com
Magazine - Duncan Frew 021 648 956 Torbay
iconpromote@gmail.com
Committee - Leon Bathurst 0272 588 824 Takapuna
borntobuild@hotmail.co.nz
Members Ron Blair
09 834 8841 Te Atatu
ron.blair@xtra.co.nz
John Dernie
0272 288 616 Glenfield dernie@xtra.co.nz
Trevor Jones
09 817 1026 Titirangi
tfjones.family@gmail.com
Mike Martindale 489 1082 Takapuna
miketmartindale@gmail.com
Maurice Parlane 021 650 692 Northcote maurice.p@newwayz.co.nz
North Shore Flyfishers Incorporated: P.O. Box 31-387, Milford, North Shore City
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